
What percentage of current financial markets relate to green/sustainable finance and at what rate 

is that expected to grow? 

Greg Chant-Hall: Good question, and think Leilani will be answer more fully, but in simple terms 

company valuations do not fully value the risk/opportunity of environmental, social and governance 

issues.  As such, it is is likely that we will see an increasing move towards this in future and a 

recalculation of value accross the stock-markets - stranded-assets/ climate impacts both directly and 

in the supply chain etc. 

Leilani Weier: This is a broad question, as it depends on the type of product being referred to e.g. 

Green Bonds, Green Deposits, Sustainability-linked loans, Social and Environmental financing. I am 

not sure of any work which has been done to aggregate all of these and provide a year by year snap 

shot, perhaps the ratings agencies? The EU Sustainable Finance legislative proposals will be a helpful 

first step even in finding consistency across taxonomy. The expectation is that the market will 

continue to grow.  

Given onshore wind renewables can't necessarily rely on a CfD mechanism or a PPA, how does 

Barclay feel about debt financing onshore wind in these circumstances?  

Leilani Weier: In the UK, please refer to barclays.com, Renewable Energy, 

https://www.barclayscorporate.com/sector-expertise/environment/renewable-energy.html 

To demonstrate ESG performance are ratings and rankings (DJSI/sustainalytics etc) more 

important than disclosure? 

Greg Chant-Hall: These are interlinked as generally the ratings are determined by publicly available 

disclosures, in addition to requests for further information and meetings with the individual 

companies.  

In regards to sustainable finance is there plans to support business to an open and consistent 

approach to the carbon emission reduction targets detailing which scope they are looking at - 

scope 1, 2 & 3 - so that businesses who are supporting scope 3 are not penalised if others are 

giving scope 1 large reduction targets 

Greg Chant-Hall: Currently this is out of scope for the guide, but appreciate that it is an interesting 

idea, that has potential merit.  

The final Barclays slide stated that barclays had reduced emissions by 15% towards its rtarget of 

30% by 2018. Does this mean it will fail to hit this target and why so far out? (or have I 

misunderstood?) 

Leilani Weier: The emissions reduction reported (in the Barclays 2016 Annual Report) was 15.8%, 

against a target of 30% by 2018. Hopefully that makes sense. New targets have since been set, 

please see the Barclays ESG 2018 Report (published in February) for more details.  

Question for Leilani:  What sort of information/challenge  to corporates is TCFD likely to require?  

The guidance talks about scope 1, 2 and maybe 3 carbon emissions but surely it could eb ore 

challenging than that? 

Leilani Weier: Yes, under the Metrics and Targets TCFD theme, guidance states that Scope 1 and 2 

GHG emissions should be provided, "and if appropriate Scope 3 GHG emissions and the related 

risks". Scope 3 emissions for aspects such as business travel are more tangible than emissions from, 

for example, the loan book. CDP, SBTi and WRI are all aware of this challenge, and are exploring next 



steps. The WRI and WBCSD Corporate Value Chain (Scope 3) Accounting and Reporting Standard is a 

useful first read if this is something you are interested in.  

Its great to hear about Barclay's activities but I wonder what proportion of the finaincial services 

sector overall is actually engaged?  My sense is that the activity is mainly undertaken by a 

relatively small number of high profile organisations (such as Barclays) 

Leilani Weier: Thank you. The rate of growth in sustainable finance over the last few years is 

testament to the evolution. There is a lot going on, and across banks, institutional investors, and 

other financial providers.  

How does this link with iso 14001? 

Greg Chant-Hall: How a business approaches finance, including the opportunities offered by 

sustainable finance, should be integrated into the overarching business management system, just as 

environmental issues are via 14001  

Question for Leilani on the uptake of the green mortgage lending - uptake was strong - was this 

due to the attractiveness of the mortgage rate offered and did it serve to drive the performance of 

the new builds? 

Leilani Weier: This is a really exciting space, buy an energy efficient home and get a lower rate. 

Please see our website for more information, https://www.barclays.co.uk/mortgages/green-home-

mortgage/ 

Would professionals with appropriate sustainability training, skills and experience (ie. IEMA 

members) not be better placed to assess both sustainability performance and the veracity of the 

data collected, used and submitted? 

Greg Chant-Hall: Robust and efficient data collection is most certainly an issue.  This is in reality an 

admin task and could be done by anyone.  Analysing and interpreting the data could well be done by 

IEMA members, but this is not the focus of this guide.  The guide focuses on how financial markets 

and players take account (or otherwise) of sustainability risks and opportunities into business 

decision making.  

Comment rather than question.  I think in general the environment professional is so far removed 

from the financial sphere this requires us to upskill in this area.  I wonder how many company 

Boards contain an environmental professional? 

Greg Chant-Hall: Not many in my experience. I believe that IKEA did do, and one reason that Steve 

succeeded there was that he understood and operated well regarding business case, commercial 

optioneering, sustainable finance and branding.  

Question for Leilani:  How important is the development of sustainability competencies/skills 

within financial services?  

Leilani Weier:I think this is important, but any development of skills competencies has to be 

customised and bespoke to the skills and capabilities of the people being trained, and the 

sustainabilty expert still then has a role in overall finance-sustainabiliy colloboration. The finance 

sector is so broad, with multiple pockets of expertise. I liken it to environment and sutsainability 

where there are waste management experts, GHG experts etc. The Finance sector is exactly the 

same, lots of specific expertise. I am always pleasantly surprised to learn what training my finance 

colleagues are doing to upskill themselves in this space.  



Guide sounds good and looking forward to reading in full. The word Catalyst has been used today - 

what is the guide intended to catalyse and how does it differ from the UNEP and other tools? 

Greg Chant-Hall: The guide aims to compliment many more detailed guides/ reports & tools that are 

available, but may not be known about by sustainability professionals. The guide is a high level 

introduction only. 

Leilani Weier: I think this is important, but any development of skills/competencies has to be 

customised to the skills and capabilities of the people being trained, with the sustainability expert 

still advising on the overall finance-sustainability collaboration. The finance sector is so broad, with 

multiple pockets of expertise. I liken it to environment and sustainability where there are waste 

management experts, GHG experts, energy experts etc. The Finance sector is exactly the same, lots 

of specific expertise. I am always pleasantly surprised to learn what training my finance colleagues 

are doing to upskill themselves in this space. 


